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Abstract: This study aims to highlight the influence of the temperature gradient on the speed developed by a Stirling engine of the gamma type with a total cylinder capacity of 36.796 cm³. For the experimental determination of the speed a laser digital tachometer (Fervi C067) is used and the temperature gradient at the whole thermodynamic system is determined by means of temperature transducers (Pt100) and a thermal imaging camera (Flir T400). The Stirling engine is cooled in three configurations with the aid of a cooling fluid (water) for which the flow rate is monitored. The experimentally obtained data allows the plotting of the speed variation diagrams according to the temperature gradient, thus highlighting the optimal Stirling engine cooling rate for which the maximum speeds are recorded.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In this study we are aiming to determine the speed developed by a Stirling engine of the gamma type having as a variable parameter the temperature gradient. The constructive variant used uses air as working fluid [1, 2, 3]. Figure 1 shows the compositions of the Stirling engine of the gamma type with a total cylinder capacity of 36.796 cm³: 1 – expansion piston (displacer); 2 – the heat exchanger (expansion cylinder); 3 – radiator / cold heat exchanger; 4 – the con – rod of the expansion piston; 5 – plate; 6 – cylinder of the working piston; 7 – working piston; 8 – the con – rod of the working piston; 9 – the crank of the working piston; 10 – flywheel; 11 – the crank of the expansion piston.

Fig. 1. Stirling engine, type gamma, longitudinal section.

In order to understand how the temperature gradient influences the speed or power developed by the Stirling gamma engine, its theoretical operating cycle [4, 5, 6], according to Figure 2, should be analyzed.

Fig. 2. The theoretical cycle of a Stirling engine.

The theoretical cycle of a Stirling engine consists of two isotherms and two isocores. When displacement of the expansion piston 1 (according to Figure 1), an isothermal 1 – 2 expansion of the working fluid (Figure 2) occurs where the Stirling engine absorbs heat from heating system Q_{12}.
Simultaneously with the displacement of the expansion piston 1 (Figure 1), the displacement of the power piston 7 (Figure 1 and Figure 2) produces a migration of the working fluid to the area of the power cylinder 6 (Figure 1) which receives thermal energy by heat $Q_{23}$. Since the movement of the two pistons is synchronized by means of the crank shaft mechanism, the transformation recorded by the working fluid is an isocorous (range 2 – 3 of Figure 2). Thus, the working fluid decreases the temperature and pressure.

In the next step the power piston 7 (Figure 1) performs isothermal compression (range 3 – 4 of Figure 2) and the working fluid yields the $Q_{34}$ thermal energy to the cold source, represented by the radiator 3 of Figure 1.

At the next moment of the operating cycle the isocorous transformation (range 4 – 1 of Figure 2) is performed during which the working fluid accumulates the thermal energy $Q_{41}$ from the hot source and the elements in the area of the force cylinder cool down.

The mechanical work $L$ produced by the Stirling engine is expressed by the relation:

$$L = Q_{12} - Q_{34} =$$

$$= m \cdot R \cdot \left( T_1 \cdot \ln \frac{V_2}{V_1} - T_3 \cdot \ln \frac{V_3}{V_4} \right) =$$

$$= m \cdot (T_1 - T_3) \cdot (s_2 - s_1) \quad (1)$$

Stirling’s thermal efficiency is calculated with the relation:

$$\eta = \frac{L}{Q_{12}} = 1 - \frac{T_3}{T_1} \quad (2)$$

Analyzing relations 1 and 2 from the perspective of the main study objective in this paper, it results that the mass, the specific heat of the working fluid and the temperature gradient between the hot and the cold source play a decisive role.

2. METHODS

Three cooling variants are considered in the present study: cooling variant 1 – the power cylinder is cooled – around a power cylinder 6 (Figure 1) is mounted a three – wire copper tube connected through a tap to the water network; cooling variant 2 – the expansion cylinder (radiator) is cooled – around the expansion cylinder 3 (Figure 1) a one – spoke copper tube is connected via a tap to the water network; cooling variant 3 – both the power cylinder and the expansion cylinder are cooled, which are connected via a tap to the water network.

Thermal transfer depends on opening the water tap. Thus, there have been defined 5 tap openings for which the water flow rate has been measured for the case where the pressure in the mains supply is 3.6 bar.

For the 3 cases of cooling an experimental stand was designed according to Figure 4, Figure 4 and Figure 5. Five tap openings are defined, and for the three cooling variants (corresponding to each benchmark), is measure the time during which a 1.5 liters tank is filled affording the water flow in the cooling circuit. For each cooling variant, three sets of measurements were made. Figure 6 shows the flow variation diagrams for the five valve opening points (landmark R1, R2, R3, R4 and R5).
Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the experimental installation for determining Stirling engine speed based on the temperature gradient, composed of the following elements: 1 – Stirling engine of gamma type; 2 – expansion cylinder; 3 – power cylinder; 4 – cooling coil mounted on the radiator; 5 – three cooling coils mounted on the power cylinder; 6 – temperature transducer (Pt100) mounted in the cold zone of the radiator; 7 – temperature transducer (Pt100) mounted in the hot zone of the radiator; 8 – temperature transducer (Pt100) mounted on the power cylinder; 9 – temperature transducer (Pt100) mounted on the cooling water supply circuit; 10 – FLIR T400 thermal imaging camera; 11 – cooling water supply valve; 12 – cooling water supply; 13 – laser digital tachometer Fervi C067; 14 – HBM Spyder8 data acquisition system; 15 – radiator.

Figures 8, 9 and 10 show the three configurations of the experimental installation.
3. RESULTS

For each configuration of the experimental installation, three sets of measurements were performed, based on which a series of diagrams were drawn as follows: Figure 11 shows the variation of the temperature of the cooling water source (CST) measured with the thermoresistant transducer 9 of Figure 7, the temperature at the power cylinder (PCT) measured with the thermoresistant transducer 8 of Figure 8, the temperature of the radiator in the cold zone (RCZT) measured with the thermoresistant transducer 6 of Figure 7 and the radiator temperature in the hot zone (RHZT) measured with the thermoresistant transducer 4 of Figure 7 depending on time for the cooling variant 1 (case of cooling of the power cylinder – reference 3 in Figure 7); Figure 12 shows the temperature variation of the expansion cylinder temperature – the hot zone temperature HZT – (reference 2 in Figure 7) measured with FLIR T400 thermal imaging camera and the speed (measured using Fervi C067 laser digital tachometer – reference 13 in Figure 7) depending on time for cooling variant 1 (case of cooling the power cylinder – reference 3 in Figure 7).

Figure 13 shows the variation of the temperature of the cooling water source (CST) measured with the thermoresistant transducer 9 of Figure 7, the temperature at the power cylinder (PCT) measured with the thermoresistant transducer 8 of Figure 8, the temperature of the radiator in the cold zone (RCZT) measured with the thermoresistant transducer 6 of Figure 7 and the radiator temperature in the hot zone (RHZT) measured with the thermoresistant transducer 4 of Figure 7 depending on time for the cooling variant 2 (case of radiator cooling – reference 15 in Figure 7); Figure 14 shows the temperature variation of the expansion cylinder temperature – the hot zone temperature HZT – (reference 2 in Figure 7) measured with FLIR T400 thermal imaging camera and the speed (measured using Fervi C067 laser digital tachometer – reference 13 in Figure 7) depending on time for cooling variant 2 (case of radiator cooling – reference 15 in Figure 7).
Fig. 13. Temperature variation chart CST, PCT, RCZT and RHZT depending on time for cooling variant 2.

Fig. 14. Diagram of variation of HZT temperature and speed depending on time for cooling variant 2.

Figure 15 shows the variation of the temperature of the cooling water source (CST) measured with the thermoresistant transducer 9 of Figure 7, the temperature at the power cylinder (PCT) measured with the thermoresistant transducer 8 of Figure 8, the temperature of the radiator in the cold zone (RCZT) measured with the thermoresistant transducer 6 of Figure 7 and the radiator temperature in the hot zone (RHZT) measured with the thermoresistant transducer 4 of Figure 7 depending on time for the cooling variant 3 (case of radiator and power cylinder cooling); Figure 16 shows the temperature variation of the expansion cylinder temperature – the hot zone temperature HZT – (reference 2 in Figure 7) measured with FLIR T400 thermal imaging camera and the speed (measured using Fervi C067 laser digital tachometer – reference 13 in Figure 7) depending on time for cooling variant 3 (case of radiator and power cylinder cooling).

From Figures 12, 14 and 16 by averaging multiple curves for each cooling variance, the Stirling engine’s speed comparison diagram for the three cooling cases considered in time – according to Figure 17 – is plotted.

From Figure 17 it can be seen that the studied Stirling engine is recording a maximum speed in case of cooling variant 2 (the radiator 15 is cooled according to Figure 7). For a correct interpretation of why Stirling engine develops a certain speed depending on its cooling mode, a series of comparative charts of temperature variation in the five monitored areas (references 6, 7, 8, 9 and 2 according to Figure 7) by mediating the multiple curves corresponding to
the three sets of measurements (according to Figures 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and 16).

Thus, Figure 18 and Figure 22 draws the cold source temperature (CST) comparative diagram for the three cooling variants. From this figures we can see that when the Stirling engine is put into operation, as the cooling fluid is trained in the cooling system, the temperature registers a constant value equal to that in the local water supply system.

In Figure 19, Figure 20, Figure 21 and Figure 22 are plotted the comparison diagrams of power cylinder temperature (PCT), radiator temperature in the cold zone (RCZT), radiator temperature in the hot zone (RHZT) and expansion cylinder (HZT) for the three cooling variants. From these charts it is noted that cooling variant 2 (cooling radiator 15 according to Figure 7) ensures the highest temperature gradient in the heat exchanger area (radiator).
Figure 23 shows that in cooling variant 2 the radiator takes up a higher amount of thermal energy from the heated cylinder expansion zone, an area where a lower temperature level is recorded compared to the other two cooling variants. The consequence of this may be the higher fuel consumption required to warm up the expansion cylinder.

From Table 1 it can be noticed that for fuel variant 2, fuel consumption is the highest value, thus confirming the observation made for Figure 23.

For the 9 tests performed in this study an average fuel mass of 55.4 grams was used and the duration of each test was about 42 minutes. In absolute terms for an operating period of 378 minutes, a fuel quantity of 499 grams was consumed, this being about 1.32 grams per minute.

To maintain the temperature of the expansion cylinder (reference 2 in Figure 1) at the highest temperature for cooling variant 2, consequently lower fuel consumption, it is proposed that between the expansion cylinder and the radiator (reference 3 of Figure 1) to install a gasket (reference 12 in Figure 24) of a good thermal insulating material, but also to ensure a proper sealing of the inner workspace (to avoid pressure loss which will lead to a decrease in performance the Stirling engine).

### 4. CONCLUSIONS

Following the experimental attempts and the interpretation of the obtained results, the following conclusion can be drawn: for the first cooling variant (the power cylinder in cooled – reference 6 of Figure 1) the temperature gradient at the heat exchanger (radiator – reference 3 in Figure 1), RHZT – RCZT, is about 71 degrees Celsius; for the second cooling variant (radiator – reference 3 in Figure 1) the temperature gradient, RHZT – RCZT, at its level is about 83 degrees Celsius; for the third cooling variant (the power cylinder and the radiator are cooled) the temperature gradient at the radiator, RHZT – RCZT, is about 93 degrees Celsius. It is highlighted that for the maximum speed developed by the Stirling engine, gamma type, it
is necessary that at the level of the heat exchanger the temperature difference between the cold and the hot zone is as high as possible.
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Influența gradientului de temperatură asupra turației unui motor Stirling de tip gamma

Rezumat: În acest studiu se urmărește evidențierea influenței gradientului de temperatură asupra turației dezvoltate de către un motor Stirling de tip gamma a cărei cilindrie totală este de 36,796 cm$^3$. Pentru determinarea experimentala a turației se utilizează un tahometru digital cu laser (Fervi C067) iar gradientul de temperatură la nivelul întregului sistem termodinamic se determină cu ajutorul unor traductoare de temperatură (termorezistențe Pt100) și a unei camere de termoviziune (Flir – T400). Motorul Stirling este răcit în trei configurații cu ajutorul unui fluid de răcire (apă) pentru care se monitorizează debitul de curgere. Datele obținute experimental permit trasarea diagramei evoluției de turație în funcție de gradientul de temperatură putându-se astfel evidenția configurația optimă de răcire a motorului Stirling pentru care turația să înregistreze valori maxime.
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